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"Continuous Improvement"



About us
Job Service stands for Continuous Improvement with a professional approach to Industrial packaging.
We provide an innovative and competitive packaging solutions, right from wooden Pallets, boxes and crates 
to services of securing and lashing of cargo.

Our integrated logistics program addresses and supports the smooth function of operations, with a proven 
track record of enhanced productivity from our client’s testimony.
WWe pride ourselves on a stringent sustainable policy with our Suppliers and Customers and employ the most updated 
technology in the industry. We are ISO ……. Certified



Our Team comprises of professional and well trained technicians that undertake the most 
challenging of Jobs with much attention to detail and customer satisfaction.

Loading Dispatch

LogisticsStorageFinished Product

Fabrication Stamping

Preliminary InspectionProductionDesign



Cut-to-Size Wood

We are ISPM - 15 approved and are certified providers of the service.
Our Timber comes from partners that follow a strict sustainability policy.
We stock, Kiln Dried and treated air dried material.



Wooden Packing / Crating Solution 

Job Service offers a wide range of 
on-site packing solutions to meet your 
industry-specific packaging needs. 
Our team can perform in-house or on-site 
packing construction according to your situation.

Industrial wood packaging continues to 
play a key role in the entire transportation 
process, it is crowned as one of the most 
demanded materials in exports. 
AAt JSME we always guarantee that our 
wooden packaging is of the best quality, 
that is why we opted for materials such as 
pine or fir, known for their resistance, 
durability and ease of working and 
adaptation.

Our on-site packing experts will bring 
Job Service trusted packaging professionalism 
and shipping supplies directly to your door 
in order to ensure safe and secure shipment of 
your products.



Aluminum Barrier Packaging

The aluminum foil barrier acts as barrier to 
the entry of moisture inside the packaging. 
It is sealed properly to ensure that outside 
atmospheric moisture is not able to reach 
the metallic surfaces inside the packaging. 
Aluminium barrier foils are effective 
packaging solutions for reducing your 
need for need for expensive modified atmospheric 
warehousing. Barrier foil packaging also 
act as a flexible liners, allowing for metal 
and rigid expensive outer packaging to be 
downgraded to fibreboard or corrugate.



VpCI - 126 Blue Packing ®

Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitor (VpCI) 126 Series films combine the  latest film technology with the most effective 
corrosion protection for all pf your metal products. Sealing your product in Cortec VpCI films protects metal parts 
from all types of corrosion including rust, tarnist, stains, white rust, and oxidation for up to 5 years. It’s as putting 
your product in a Cortec VpCI package.

MilCorr VpCI Shrink Film is a heavy duty film featuring Cortec multimetal Vapor phase 
Corrosion Inhibitors (VpCI). MilCorr VpCI Shrink Film provides a top-notch universal 
protection system with high ultraviolet (UV) light protection to maintain the intergrity 
of the film itself as well as the parts packaged within.

High Technology Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibiting Film and Bags Patended Worldwide Multimetal VpCI Systems

MilcorrVpCIShrink Film 
® ®



Heat Shrink-wrapping (Multiwrapping) 

Made of polymer plastic film, heat shrink wrap is available in a variety of thicknesses, clarities, strengths and shrink- 
ratios. Shrink wrapping has many applications across various industries. Not only is it easy to use, but it offers a wide 
range of benefits as well. When heat is applied to shrink wrap, it creates a very tight seal. This plastic seal then fully 
protects the shrink wrapped contents. Once sealed, the items are no longer vulnerable to the damage that can be 
caused by dust, dirt or moisture. Some types of shrink wrap even come with UV protection, to keep your products safe 
from the sun’s harmful rays.



Flat Rack Lashing

Safe and solid cargo lashing belt is produced using 
extraordinary steel and corrosive safe fibre materials.
Flat rack lashing belt can be tied in a split second and it 
never tumbles off.

On flat racks, your cargo can be 
exposed to extreme external forces. 
Lashing chains & straps protects 
against these elements and eliminate 
cargo movement during 
transportation, on road, rail and sea. 
This securing system can be used for 
heheavy, irregularly shaped loads, 
including heavy machinery and other 
equipment.  We at JSME offer 100+ 
lashing and buckle combinations. The 
combination of the Chains ,buckle and 
lashing type determines the ultimate 
strength of the system.



Waste management system

Advantages compress pallet 

•Better nail retention
•High Density
•No cracking
•Less water absorption
•No mould or damage by insects
•Sustainability and recyclable properties
•ISPM 15 Compliant•ISPM 15 Compliant

Job service follows a strict sustainability policy. Much effort is put into reducing timber waste and optimizing the fall down 
by converting them into revenue all the time using simple and cost-effective methods.
The waste management process starts by procuring raw material with exact specifications as per the production 
requirement to reduce wastage arising from the cut offs.

Our waste consists of Sawdust, small and medium size timber cut offs.
The sawdust and small pieces of timber will be crushed, theThe sawdust and small pieces of timber will be crushed, thereafter a low emission Glue will be added to the mixture and 
then passed into a compression mold, resulting in compressed Saw dust blocks of the required specifications that is used 
in the production of pallets. 

The sawdust blocks have a higher density than the conventional solid wood block and lesser occurrence of cracks. 
Due to its clean finish and sustainability, it is fast becoming preferred.

The Medium size timber cut offs are put into a shaving machine that produces wood shavings that will be used as horse 
beddings in the stables. The horse shavings are baled and marketed within the UAE.
The The UAE hosts the world cup for Horse racing and is home and breeding station to many award - winning race and 
endurance horses.



Your Bedding Choice Directly Impacts the 
Health and Performance of Your Horse

Our manufacturing process is exclusive to Royal Horse Bedding. Employing multiple dust extraction stations and aspiration of 
the wood shavings to specific sizing for easy picking. I’m confident you will find that Royal Horse Bedding will not only meet 
your needs, but surpass your expectations. Your choice of horse bedding directly impacts the health of your horses and their 
environment. We take our horse bedding seriously, and we're glad you do too! Our pellets are manufactured to higher 
standards than other pellets on the market. We use only kiln-dried pine shavings.

Overall, horse bedding absorbency is 
important to ensure that horses remain dry. 
Unabsorbed ammonia from urine can 
accumulate in a stall and irritate horses’ 
eyes and respiratory tracts. Fine shavings 
and sawdust will produce a higher 
absorbency than medium or large wood 
shshavings. The trade-off, however, is that 
they may have more dust. Also, kiln-dried 
wood shavings tend to be more absorbent 
and feature a lower moisture content.

Horse bedding should be easy to use. Wood 
shavings are very easy to clean, store and 

transport. Finer wood shavings make it easier to 
sift manure from clean bedding than larger wood 
shavings. Horse pellets require additional 
training to learn how to properly muck out.

Some horse owners prefer larger, fluffy 
wood shavings for their beauty, softness 
and airy-like appearance. However, 
above and beyond appearances, make 
sure that your horse bedding is 

consistent and high quality, meaning 
that it is made of first-transformation 
wood (no glue or varnish wood (no glue or varnish residues) and 
free from wood sticks or other debris.

Discerning horse owners 
understandably want quality and 
consistency from one bag to the 
next. However, product availability 
is even more important. The last 
thing you want is to choose horse 
bedding that is not readily available 
all all year long in your area or is too 

costly to deliver.

Horse bedding must come in quality, 
heat-sealed packaging that is made of durable, 
waterproof plastic and is properly compressed. 
If not, the packaging might be ripped, 

jeopardizing the quality of your horse bedding. 
Make sure that your horse bedding supplier 
offers practical sizes for easy storage.

ABSORBENCY
When looking for optimal horse bedding 
suppliers, it is important to evaluate how 
consistent the product quality and size are. 
If If you prefer medium wood shavings, for 
example, you do not want to have some bags 
that mix different sizes of shavings, which 
will minimize the advantages of medium 
shavings (minimal dust, beautiful look).

Premium-quality wood shavings made of 
soft wood offer exceptional cushioning 
for horses. Typically, medium and large 
wood shavings will provide superior 
support for horses’ hooves and 
cushioning for their joints.

CONSISTENCY

EASE OF USE APPEARANCE

100% Pine Pellets

AVAILABILITY

GOOD PACKAGING

CUSHIONING



Customizing Indoor and Outdoor Design

Our experienced and skilled team 
provide maintenance services for 
indoor and outdoor decor.
 
Our specialty lies in restoration 
works of furniture and fittings.

CusCustom made and Concept wood 
creations to add the right ambience 
to your home.
              
Meticulously quality consciouMeticulously quality conscious, with 
a keen selective process for the best 
mix of raw material to achieve the 
desired result and high durability.
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